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Behind The Curtain: Volume 2 Please note, this is Volume 2 December 1968 saw a landmark
court case in the appropriately named township of Credit River, Minnesota, USA. First
National Bank of Montgomery vs. Daly was an epic courtroom drama and although
unsurprisingly, not widely reported either at the time or subsequently, is actually extremely
significant. Jerome Daly a lawyer by profession, defended himself against the bankâ€™s
attempted foreclosure on his $14,000 mortgage on the grounds that there was no
â€˜considerationâ€™ for the loan. â€˜Considerationâ€™ in legalese, refers to â€˜the item
exchangedâ€™ and is an essential element of any legal contract. Daly contended that the bank
offered â€˜no considerationâ€™ for his loan on the grounds that they had â€˜created the
money out of thin airâ€™ by bookkeeping entry and had therefore not suffered a loss (another
relevant point of law) by his refusal or inability to pay back the money. The proceedings were
recorded by Justice William Drexler, who had given no credence whatsoever to the defence,
until Mr. Morgan, the bankâ€™s president, took to the witness stand. To Drexlerâ€™s and
indeed everyone else presentâ€™s great surprise, Morgan casually admitted under questioning
from Dalyâ€™s lawyer, that the bank routinely â€˜created money out of thin airâ€™ for all its
loans and mortgages and that this indeed was standard practice in all banks. Presiding Justice,
Martin Mahoney declared that, â€œIt sounds exactly like fraud to me,â€• accompanied by
nods and murmurs of assent from all around the courtroom. In his summation of the case,
Justice Mahoney reported thatâ€¦ â€œPlaintiff (the bank) admitted that it, in combination with
the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, did create the entire $14,000.00 in money and credit
upon its own books by bookkeeping entry. That this was the consideration used to support the
Note dated May 8, 1964 and the Mortgage of the same date. The money and credit first came
into existence when they created it. Morgan admitted that no United States Law or Statute
existed which gave him the right to do this. A lawful â€˜considerationâ€™ must exist and be
tendered to support the Note.â€• So, the court duly rejected the bankâ€™s claim for
foreclosure and the defendant kept his house. The implications of this case therefore, should
have been far-reaching. If bankers are indeed extending credit without consideration (which
they most definitely are) i.e. without backing their loans with real money they actually have
stored in their vaults and were entitled to lend, any judicial decision declaring their loans void,
would topple the entire worldwide financial and banking system. Since this precedent, many
other defendants have attempted to have mortgages and loans nullified using the same defence
as Daly, but there has been extremely limited success only. In fact, one judge said, strictly
â€˜off the record,â€™ â€œIf I let you do that, you and everyone else, it would bring the whole
banking system down. I cannot let you go behind the bar of the bank. . . . We are not going
behind that curtain!â€• Well suffice to say, we certainly are going on a highly revealing trip
â€˜ behind the curtain!,â€™ so strap-in and be prepared for the ride of your life, as we
investigate the sordid and murky history of the world of banking and high finance and the
people who run itâ€¦ with an iron fist encased in a velvet glove. This book is an indictment, not
just of the totally corrupt financial system that today permeates the whole world, but also of
the people that control it. Their crimes against humanity are legion and so far-reaching that
their insidious influence now extends into and corrupts virtually every element of society and
it is these so-called â€˜bankstersâ€™ â€“ banker-gangsters, who are responsible for all the
death, destruction and misery in the world today.
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